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THE SOUL OF SYD
A look inside the story of the soul, voice, and creator of the world's happiest monk.

LIVE. LAUGH. MONK!
In the beginning...
What do you do with that small, persistent voice inside
of you that questions the life you have built? You know
the voice; the one that wonders if there's something
better for you out there. The one that asks you if you're
truly experiencing joy in the world you've designed. If
you're where you're meant to be and doing what you're
meant to do. If you're Ellen Atkins, you quit your
corporate career after 30 years and listen to that voice.

"During my time of
transition after
quitting a 30-year
career in the
corporate world, I had
to sit in the quiet, not
knowing what the
future held. Now I look
back and see that it
was the beginning of
my 'journey'."
Ellen Atkins
For example, newsletters are
distributed at schools to inform

Finding Happy &
Creating Syd

When Ellen quit her
corporate job, she found her
next job to be one of the
most difficult: being still in
the sadness, the despair, the
depression she was
experiencing. She didn't
know at the time that this
cocktail of emotions would
lead to her next great
adventure, she had to trust in
the process and surrender.

The monks sparked
creativity, inspiration, and
genuine happiness. Ellen
decided to create her own
monk statue that would have
his own important attributes:
open arms so he could be
dressed easily, an open hand
to hold crystals, inspirational
quotes, or anything else that
needed holding, and a huge,
infectious, happy smile.

Ellen eventually began
noticing small things that
brought her joy - quotes,
photos, colors. She
discovered that monk
statues with their big bellies
made her laugh, and ordered
a few to surround herself by.

With hitting a bump in the
road, Little Syds became the
first available while Big Syd
moved to the backburner.
Little Syd became available in
14 colors and made his way
across the globe. But before
giving up on Big Syd, Ellen
reached out via social media
and found a Syd-lover whose
husband had the knowledge
and connections to help make
Big Syd a reality. He now
stands a proud 13" in homes
and gardens everywhere.

How Did Syd Get His Name?
Syd's name was first
suggested by a girlfriend of
Ellen's as "Sid," as in
Siddhartha. Ellen initially
didn't like the name Sid. She
knew she needed an
androgynous name so she
could dress the statue up as a
male or female, and she knew
she could shift the name to
Syd, but still wasn't sold.

Shortly after, a new sculpture
of the statue was presented,
and Ellen reached out to the
sculptor asking for a name. His
immediate response? “Syd
could be male or female and
short for Siddhartha.”
And Syd organically began
to truly become Syd, The
Suburban Monk.

